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W
hen it comes to customer relations,
there’s an old saying that’s so over-used
it’s become a cliche: The customer is

always right. Just because it’s a cliche, however,
doesn’t mean it isn’t true. Even if the customer is
wrong, if you’re not working to keep him or her
happy, right or wrong, that customer will be gone. 
If you think losing customers because of poor

service is bad, wait until you start losing out on
the chance to get customers you never had
because they’ve heard about that ‘bad service’. 
The first thing any organisation needs to do,

obviously, is to provide such a good service that
the customer has no cause to make a complaint.
But if a customer does make a complaint,
companies need to make sure they listen to what
the customer has to say. If they don’t, they could
pay a heavy price. A recent survey of 1,000
members of the public in the UK by alldayPA
found that if companies didn’t handle complaints
properly, more than 70% of customers were likely
to view this as indicative of poor customer
service and of a badly run or managed company.
Worse still, as many as 42% “would mentally
punish a business by assuming that its products
aren’t up to the same standard as those available
elsewhere as a result of poorly handled calls”.
Listening would be a good start. So it’s weird

that so many businesses deploy automated call
handling systems that do their best to push
complaints to the very back of the queue. You’d
think that should be the first option a customer
could choose, rather than the last.

Frustration
Michael Conway, director at Renaissance,
says there’s nothing worse for a customer
who knows that he or she needs to speak
to a customer service representative
than being sent around the houses by
the phone system. “It gets more and more
frustrating as you wait and wait because
you knew all along you needed to speak
to somebody but the system keeps trying
to drive you away,” he remarks.

While he accepts many
companies are reluctant to
include an option to speak
to an operator because
everyone would take it,
Conway says they need to
acknowledge that it can
be “incredibly frustrating
because you can do
anything bar talk to
someone”. And if you
frustrate a customer, you
may well lose that customer. That would be
especially galling if a company makes a customer
incredibly frustrated over something very small
and ends up losing business as a result.
Michael Jackson, general manager, Ireland, at

Tech Data, believes good customer service “is
simple enough really – it’s about putting the
customer first; it’s about listening to and
responding to an individual customer’s needs, as
quickly and as well as you can”. 
That’s not to say that automation doesn’t play a

part. Tech Data has some “very advanced online
systems and automated processes” that
customers make use of to check availability, get
pricing, delivery details and more. “Being able to
do that at any time and without getting involved
in explaining all the intricacies of a project is very
useful,” Jackson observes.
But there will be times when resellers need

specific help selecting a product or responding to
a particular customer request,
or where they need input from
an expert. “We can offer both,
through the people we have on
the ground here in Ireland and

the specialist Tech Data divisions in the UK,” he
claims. “Being able to call on experts in enterprise
networking and storage, in audiovisual, mobile
technologies and all the other technology
categories we provide is very useful.”
Conway says automation can work, but only up

to a point. “It’s like anything, if you’re ordering a
box of matches or booking a hotel room, you
could be happy with automated processes. But if
you require any element of input or support, then
you need to speak to people.” Buying a printer can
be done online and all that’s required from the
distributor are “really really good automated
processes. If it’s automated, the information
provided is adequate and it’s easy to do business
with, then that’s brilliant customer service. But if
somebody’s looking for something with certain
nuances, I don’t think those sort of portals fit the
bill. They’re so limited if you go off the basic
vanilla stuff.”

Human input
Jonathan Long, head of operations at Pure
Telecom, believes that “keeping a strong human
element to customer service is very important –

every business and every
customer is different, and it’s
impossible to have a ‘one size 
fits all’ automated system to cater
for this”. Pure Telecom’s strategy
is to “humanise” its service so
each call is answered by a
person, “and every business
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customer has a named account manager who
can resolve their query efficiently and take
accountability until it is resolved”.
And while “automation has a part to play”, he

says it should act as “a support structure” to the
customer care team. “Once we diagnose a
specific query, we use backend automated
systems to alert us to updates but, crucially,
human intervention kicks in again to give a
detailed report back to the customer and ensure
nothing is lost in translation.”
Another issue is that channel partners have

diverse customer bases and their interaction
with those customers ranges from managing
directors and financial directors wanting to know
that queries with their systems can be fixed
easily to dealing with ICT managers that have a
clear understanding of the technology being
provided. “It’s important to cater to these different
types of customers in an appropriate manner –
something that can’t be done through an
automated system,” he warns.
Hugh Dawson, service director at IT managed

services provider HiberniaEvros believes there
are challenges to delivering “a balanced level of
customer interaction. The reality is that when
things are running their best, customers should
hear from us the least”. The company runs a
network operations centre (NOC) in Cherrywood
that is constantly measuring system
performance, carrying out upgrades, system

patching and
analysing trends in
customers’ systems

“so we can pre-emptively detect and resolve
issues. In doing so, we can minimise the number
of inward customer calls we receive.”
The company also proactively communicates

with the customer contact point “to inform them
of how their system is performing and what
issues have been resolved, with and without
their immediate knowledge, since our last
contact. We are very aware of not making our
service provision onerous to the customer but
want to provide the assurance that their system
is being taken care of.”
Long argues that listening is “a vital element in

good customer service”. Channel partners need
“to listen properly to an initial query and fully
comprehend its importance and why it is an
issue for the customer”. If they have this
understanding from the beginning, they can put
the right expertise in place as early as possible,
“which ensures a quick diagnosis and increases
the likelihood of first call resolution”.
If it’s not possible to achieve first call

resolution, it’s important to let the customer
know and to provide him or her with an
accurate timescale for when the query can be
resolved. “It’s important to fix problems quickly

and go the extra mile to keep customers happy
and keep their businesses running,” Long
comments.

Support
Dawson warns that good customer service is not
just about resolving a customer’s issue as
efficiently as possible, it’s also about making the
customer feel he or she is “being supported
throughout the process, whether that be by a
phone call from our technician or a call-out from
one of our engineers. The user is always the most
critical and important link in any IT system”.
It is very important to

HiberniaEvros that
customers “feel like they are
being taken care of”. While
resolving the issue is the
primary focus, it “must be
done with a level of
empathy and genuine
concern for the person or
business involved”. Channel
partners need to
“understand the frustration
when something goes
wrong and the threats to businesses – of all sizes –
if it is not dealt with efficiently. For us, good
problem management begins and ends with the
user”.
But even if channel partners have a grasp of

what good customer service should be, they still
have to deliver it. Long believes that “flexibility
and being responsive to the individual

requirements of customers”
are key components in
providing good customer
service. As a channel
partner to a range of leading
networks, including eircom
Wholesale, BT, Strencom
and Verizon, Pure Telecom
“deals with a huge variety of
customers, so it’s important

to make sure the right resources are in place to
deal with the associated variety of queries”. 
He argues channel partners “need to be

customer driven, ensure there are no weak links
in the chain and that customers are receiving the
best possible level of service at all times”.
Dawson at HiberniaEvros says the company

prides itself “on being able to handle most
customer issues remotely from our NOC”. As
many as 80% of incidents generated are resolved
remotely. But if that’s not possible, it can handle an
issue through its network of offices in Waterford,
Cork, Kildare and Dublin. “From these locations
we can dispatch a highly qualified engineer to our
customers with the minimum of fuss and
downtime,” he claims.
He believes this enables HiberniaEvros to

“deliver a high number of first time fixes – one call
from a customer is all it should take to resolve a
problem. Testament to this process is the high
number of clients which the company retains on
an annual basis, which is upwards of 97%”.
The ultimate aim is to have a process 

where customer issues “are not only resolved 
but reduced in frequency, to the point where 
they are eliminated from their IT system

altogether. Tackling the root cause of an issue is
always the best strategy”.
It’s all well and good to talk about good

customer service delivery but how can channel
partners gauge its effectiveness? Long highlights
customer retention as “the easiest way to gauge
the effectiveness of a channel partner’s customer
service. If customers are staying, it means they’re
happy. That’s been our experience and most of
our business customers have been with us for five
years or more.”
Growth from within an existing customer base

is another good measurement, he suggests. If
existing customers begin to adopt new

services, “it means they trust their provider’s
ability to handle any queries as they arise”.
Dawson says HiberniaEvros adheres to very

high internal standards for service levels,
regularly partaking in internal audits as part of its
ISO 20000-1 and 27000 accreditations around
service delivery and security as a way to validate
and improve its systems and processes. “This is
done in collaboration with our service teams
which has an end result of delivering better
services to our customers,” he adds.
In addition, the company regularly engages in a

formal review process “as part of our interaction
with customers” to get feedback so HiberniaEvros
can measure its progress. “It is an ongoing and
iterative process as we look for ways to make
everything run smoother and with minimal
disruption to our customers,” Dawson states. “By
engaging with customers in this way, we believe
that we instil in them an additional level of
confidence in our processes and our
commitment to better customer service.”
It could be argued that trying to achieve a better

level of customer service is nothing more than
common sense. But that doesn’t mean it’s as
obvious as common sense. Nevertheless, any
channel partner inclined to approach the subject
with insufficient rigour should be aware of the
pitfalls of getting it wrong. 
Conway at Renaissance says when something

goes wrong, partners need to view the way they
respond to customers “as an opportunity to
shine”. They need to appreciate that “if things
have gone wrong, they’re off norm, they can’t be
automated”. If partners can look after the
customer, “take away the pain and all the stress,
they will get the loyalty”. But if their response
frustrates a customer, the disaffection will go
beyond the specific problem. Even when the
specific issue is finally resolved, the customer’s
frustration will linger. 
Conway puts it very bluntly: “If you don’t handle

somebody’s issue properly, you’ve lost those sales
forever.”  8
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